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As with everything, the world of athletics is still trying to catch up with itself. This year we welcomed 

the return of the 10th Mc Grady Financial Services Cross-Country Series that looked slightly different 

this year, as we cautiously dipped our trail shoes back into the mud, post Covid.  

Earlier in the year, junior members from Burren AC, East Down AC, Murlough AC, Dromore AC and 

Newcastle AC all took part in three races in Dromore, Delamont and Tollymore. Each event expertly 

hosted by one of the participating clubs, facilitating the opportunity for many amazing battles out on 

course and creating life-long memories for participants, parents and spectators.  

On Wednesday evening, East Down AC welcomed the participants and their families to their 

Clubrooms in Downpatrick for the annual prize giving. Greeted by smiling faces and a lovely warm 

cuppa on a cold evening went down a treat, with plenty of juice and biscuits for the kids.  

The juniors, some as young as 6, filled the front rows, waiting in anticipation of the overall results 

and what this year's medals looked like. As the microphone was adjusted and the hustle and bustle 

of the room slowly settled, a few words of wisdom and thanks from PJ McCrickard on behalf of the 

sponsors McGrady Financial Services Ltd got the evening off to a start.  

The smiles from the junior members and even bigger smiles from the onlooking parents and 

guardians created an atmosphere that oozed pride and accomplishment as each of the children who 

collected medals recalled how they gave their all, across the series. Each starting and finishing, each 

pushing their own limits and each showing resilience and determination to turn up and start the 

next race.  

The Newcastle AC Junior squad didn't fail to disappoint over the course of the series. Many friends 

and training partners briefly put friendships aside and battled each other during races. Many Juniors 

supported the younger and older club members during their races by cheering them on and at times, 

running them home after a tough race. The NACJ squad are the embodiment of inclusion and it is by 

attending these events that this becomes very evident.  

Both the Newcastle Junior Primary Boys and Primary Girls squad took home the Club Trophy for their 

success outweighing that of the other clubs over the Series. A true testament to the talent and 

dedication coming through the ranks. 

A huge thank you again to East Down AC for hosting the prize giving and as always, we are lucky and 

grateful for the Series Sponsors, McGrady Financial Services Ltd, who without, this series would not 

be possible. The event is continuing to grow year on year and offering an amazing opportunity for 

our local young people to embrace athletics and all the positive aspects attached to participating in 

such events.  

This year we are looking forward to a full five race Series, kicking off in November when last year's 

winners will defend their titles and welcome new challenges from those who have built on last year's 

experiences.  
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